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Summary

Why me? and the economist Frank Grimsey Jones have conducted an
economic evaluation of Restorative Justice (RJ), comparing restorative
interventions for victims of crime and offenders with the conventional justice
system. This included developing an economic model in Microsoft Excel.
The model was developed by adapting the Manning Cost-Benefit Tool
(Manning et al., 2019), an established model for assessing the economic
benefits of interventions aimed at reducing crime in the UK. This model has
been validated by an economist independent of the research. 

Using this model, our results suggest that for every £1 invested in
Restorative Justice, there is a benefit of £14. These are the base case results
- produced when the model is based on what we believe to be the fairest and
most robust set of data and assumptions. The model is accessible and user-
friendly so that non-experts can use it to understand hypothetical scenarios
for the implementation of Restorative Justice.

You can use this model to generate your own results like the one above,
modelling the economic benefit of Restorative Justice for your specific
service or area, or nationally. 

This summary provides a brief overview of the model we have developed and
simple step-by-step instructions to input your own data into the model.

Economic Evaluation of Restorative
Justice



 Cover - includes basic info about who made the model, how it was made
and how to contact us. 
 Control - used for controlling the ‘assumptions’ in the model, and is the
sheet to input your own data into. 
 Cost-benefit - shows the results of your analysis. 

 Cohort size - You can vary the number of RJ referrals (see Figure 1a).
Currently, the base case has 1 referral. This costs £284.73, as currently
shown on the Cost-benefit sheet under the Total costs (GBP (£)) column
(see Figure 1b). When you increase the number of referrals in the Control
sheet, the cost in the Cost-benefit sheet will increase proportionately. The
number of referrals can be varied to take any value. 

What are the three sheets for in the model?

1.

2.

3.

Please note: there are other hidden sheets with the data and calculations used
to generate the results, if you make changes to these you may need to validate
the model again to avoid any errors. 

How do I use the Control sheet?

These are the changes that can be made easily, using the Control sheet. There
are many more changes that could be made, with edits to the internal
workings of the model. If there are changes that you are particularly interested
in, please contact Why me? to discuss. 

Changes can be made in the blue cells for the following categories:

1.

Figure 1a:

Figure 1b:
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Base case Insert number of referrals here

Cost of one RJ referral



2.  Proportion of referrals for each index offence type - You can vary the
percentages of offence types (see Figure 2). The base case has a mix of
offence types, but you can fill in your own in the User defined column. Changes
to the offence type table will have an impact on the benefits columns, but not
the costs columns, in the Cost-benefit sheet. 

Please note: if the cells do not total 100% the check will highlight red to show
the error. Cells in the user defined column must equal 100% to prevent this
error. If you have put 100% in one row only, ensure all other rows have 0% in
them.

Figure 2:

3.  Attrition through the RJ pathway - RJ referrals will not always make it to an
RJ intervention. Some cases drop out of the RJ pathway for various reasons
and at various stages, but will still have costs that need to be taken into
account. Some cases may not make it to a direct intervention - face-to-face
meeting between harmed and harmer individuals. They may instead be
indirect interventions - harmed and harmer do not meet, but a two-way
conversation takes place via a facilitator e.g. in the form of letters. 
Our base case data, as shown in the Live column (see Figure 3), has been
taken from one specific police area. You can add your own percentages based
on your data or estimates.

Figure 3:
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Base case Insert percentages here

Base case Insert percentages here



4.  Proportion of victim harm that is mitigated by completing a Restorative
Justice intervention - Our base case assumes there are no direct benefits for
victims from an RJ intervention. The reasons for this are explained in the
technical report. You can change this in the User defined column (see Figure
4). The percentage indicates how much of the harm caused to the victim by
the crime itself is mitigated by RJ. For example, 100% would indicate that the
RJ intervention mitigated all of the harm caused to the victim, and 0% would
indicate none of the harm was mitigated. 

Figure 4:

5.  Effectiveness of indirect Restorative Justice, as a fraction of the
effectiveness of direct Restorative Justice - Our base case assumes that
indirect RJ does not reduce reoffending, but direct RJ does. The reasons for
this are explained in the technical report, based on existing evidence.
This section is comparing the effectiveness of indirect and direct RJ in
reducing reoffending. You can add a percentage under User defined to indicate
this (see Figure 5). For example, if you put 100%, this means that indirect RJ is
as effective as direct. If you put 50%, it is only half as effective. 

Figure 5:

6.  Length of impact on reoffending - Our base case assumed that RJ reduces
reoffending for one year. The evidence for this is included in the technical
report. You can edit this in the User defined column (see Figure 6). 

Please note: Only use whole numbers, and from 1-4 years only. 

Figure 6:
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Base case Insert percentage here

Base case Insert percentage here

Base case Insert number of years here



The total costs (Total cost (GBP (£)))
The total cost per direct RJ intervention (Total costs per direct intervention
(GBP (£)))
The total benefits (Total benefits (GBP (£)))
The total benefits per direct RJ intervention (Total benefits per intervention
(GBP (£)))
The cost-benefit ratio - in the base case this is £14 for every £1 invested. 

The criminal justice system (CJS) - The CJS receive 30% of the benefits
(equivalent to £4 per £1 invested), although they have sole responsibility
for funding RJ.
Society - receives 64% of the benefits. 
Health System - receives 6% of the benefits. 
Victim - receives 0% of the benefits.

How do I read the Cost-benefit sheet?

All the data you input into the Control sheet, will feed into the results table and
pie chart at the top of the Cost-benefit sheet (see Figure 7). These display the
results of your analysis. The results in the table include:

Results are displayed per stakeholder in each of the rows in the table. They are
also displayed as percentages in the pie chart (see Figure 7), indicating the
direct returns to each (see the technical report for further explanations). As
your data is inputted into the Control sheet, these will change. The current
base case returns are:

Figure 7:
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 Inclusion of direct benefit for victims: assuming that RJ reduced the harm
experienced by the victim by 20%. This only increased the cost-social
benefit from £14.37 to £14.58 per £1.  
 Cost of delivering a direct RJ intervention increased or decreased by 50%.
This produced the largest change in results, to £11.64 and £18.78 per £1
respectively. 

The table below on the Cost-benefit sheet (see Figure 8a) shows the sensitivity
and scenario analysis that was conducted to test key areas of uncertainty.
This section is explained in more detail in the technical report.

Please note: This table will not change when you input data into the Control
sheet, and so if you want to make any changes this will have to be done
manually. 

The base case result is for every £1 invested in Restorative Justice, there is a
cost-social benefit of £14.37. In the scenario analysis we test the areas of
uncertainty to see how these affect the base case result (see Figure 8a). For
example, some of those areas included are:

1.

2.

The tornado diagram (see Figure 8b) shows the impact of each of these areas
on the cost-social benefit ratio when they are increased or decreased. The
black line shows the base case, and therefore how each of the scenarios differ
from this. 

Figure 8a:
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Figure 8b:

The final table on the Cost-benefit sheet (see Figure 9) shows what happens
when you extend the time horizon - how many years an RJ intervention has an
impact on reoffending behaviour. The base case assumes that RJ only
reduces reoffending in the first year. By increasing the number of years RJ has
an impact, this proportionally increases the cost-social benefit. 

Please note: This table will not change when you input data into the Control
sheet, and so if you want to make any changes this will have to be done
manually. 

Figure 9:

Contact

For any queries or requests, including any further information on additional
sensitivity analyses that you think would be helpful, or any changes you need
to the model, contact us on info@why-me.org. 
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Base case result for one year

Base case
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